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LAST MEETING 

Our December VM was a true Triple Header starting with my Day Trip to Lelystad 
presentation which had the added bonus of subliminal (photo bombing?) images of 
both our Kevin’s, then Eric’s very well researched and fascinating cameo about the 
(very) late Rt. Hon.  Francis. W.S. McLaren MP, and to close the meeting Andy’s 
equally fascinating “Heathrow – a Year of Change”, and what a change indeed. Not 
forgetting, of course, Michael’s monthly Stansted Review.

Guys – these VMs need as wide range of subjects/themes as possible and most 
definitely from as many different contributors as possible. If I can do it then I am 100% 
certain anyone can, so please send your ideas and contributions to Andy.

Branch Matters
 

I am delighted to report that Andy Goldsmith has again been very successful at the 
national Air-Britain Photo Competition (for photos taken in the year 2019) with two 
Category wins and also two  2nd and a 3rd place.  Andy won or was placed 5 times, 
more than any other competitor and his win in ‘General Aviation and Executive Jets 
Registered in the UK’ was his third win on the trot of this category. Brilliant.

His winning shots are below 



1st Place – General Aviation and Executive Jets registered in the British Isles

2nd Place – General Aviation and Executive Jets registered in the British Isles
G-FOZY



1st Place – General Aviation and Executive Jets registered outside the British Isles
OO-SKS

2nd Place – General Aviation and Executive Jets registered outside the British Isles
D-EMXZ



3rd Place – Aviation Free For All
Sea Fury

As some of you may know last month Bob Mulford had a rather nasty fall at home when he
decided to come down the stairs in an unconventional way – the card I sent him (below) on

behalf of the branch gives a bit of a clue as to what hurt most!  I am pleased to say that despite
the natural shock and, so I am told, rather vivid bruising, he is otherwise physically OK.



Stansted Scene

The Passenger Terminal  is now closed 1700-0500 every day and it seems that both 
SAT A and SAT B are now closed until next March.

October Stats – Pax 84% down on 2019, Rolling 12 mths 61% down

Laudamotion – As at 28th November no less than 18 of their A320 fleet were 
temporarily stored at STN

JetBlue – reportedly has not received its request for 28 weekly slots at LHR despite 
some reports to the contrary, and has been awarded 28 at STN, which it doesn’t really 
want, and 14 at LGW at airport which the airline allegedly regards as distinctly 2nd best 
to LHR. If JetBlue is unsuccessful in further negotiations re LHR then in come October 
it may commence a 2 pd service from STN to Boston, but service New York from LGW.
Time will tell if STN does see their A321LRs and, in 2023 A321XLRs.

flypop – you may recall an item in my July 2019 Chat regarding this planned start up airline
seeking funds. Well it seems from a Press Release on November 2nd that HMG has steeped in

as the statement reads: 

flypop is  pleased to  announce a significant  investment  from the  UK Government’s
Future Fund.  flypop,  the UK’s only  international  long-haul low-cost airline,  plans to
launch  in  2021  with  scheduled  flights  to  India.  It  will  cater  not  only  to  the  UK’s
Indian/South Asian diaspora (and their visiting friends and relatives) but will also serve
those keen to explore the Indian sub-continent and region with very low-priced flights.
flypop, is now completing its final funding round, and will begin negotiating low cost
airport  deals in both the UK and India.  In addition,  it  will  continue discussions with
aircraft manufacturers to secure the best deals which will enable the company to offer
the lowest possible fares to the public. 



I confess to be very confused as to why hard earned UK tax payers is being used to
finance this speculative venture. I understand flypop (People Over Profit) already has
an office at STN. Thanks to Nigel for sending me this information.

A couple of Andy’s photos for the month, both taken on 19th November

9H-VCN, Challenger 350



UR-CSX Boeing 767-33A of Kam Air 

A must-have for all future aviation enthusiasts 

AirCar (V5) is the latest generation flying car that transforms from road vehicle into air
vehicle in less than three minutes and has recently achieved two full airport circuits,
plus two take-offs and landings at Piestany Airport in Slovakia. AirCar takes just 300m
to rotate with speeds up to 200 km/h



Covid related news

2nd November -  Ryanair has revealed that it  carried 80% fewer passengers
over the first half of its financial year and expects losses to grow amid the
coronavirus pandemic. 17.1 million people travelled on the airline in the six
months to September, compared with 85.7 million last year. The carrier also
reported a €196.5m (£174m) loss for the period but warned it was likely to
worsen  and  stated  it  "will  continue  to  be  a  hugely  challenging  year  for
Ryanair". The Irish airline's first half loss compares with a €1.15bn profit in
the  same  period  last  year.  Revenues  also  plunged  to  €1.1bn  from  a
previous €5.3bn.

The British Airways franchise operation,  Billund based Danish airline Sun Air,  has

cancelled  all  services  until  August  2021  including  its  popular  LCY  route.   British
Airways itself is rumoured to be planning to scrap 20 A319s & to store 70 A320s & 12
B777s.

9th November   - Norwegian  Air faces  a  battle  for  survival  after  the  Norwegian
government said it  would not  provide further  backing stating extra loan guarantees
would be too "risky" and "not defensible”.  Norwegian Air said in August it would run out
of money in the first quarter of 2021 without extra cash. See also item below.

17th November - easyJet posts a loss of £1.27bn for the year to 30 September as
revenues more than halved, the first annual loss in its 25-year history. The added that it
expected to fly at just 20% of normal capacity into next year.

18th November – Nothing to do with Covid but it’s a piece of good news for a change. 

The FAA, the US safety regulators, has cleared Boeing's 737 Max to fly again, lifting 
grounding orders put in place in March 2019. It remains for other regulators to also 
grant approval but EASA agreed a week later albeit not “rubber stamping” the FAA 
solution with EASA requiring additional changes including the ability for pilot de-
activation of the stick-shaker if it is a false warning (as with the 2 fatal crashes) and a 
3rd angle of attack sensor by the time Boeing puts out the MAX-10.



18th November – A Press Release stated that  following the government of Norway’s
decision to withhold further support from the airline, and with the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic,  Norwegian  Air  Shuttle  ASA  (“Norwegian”)  has  decided  to  initiate  an

examinership  process  in  Ireland  relating  to  its  subsidiary Norwegian  Air
International Limited (NAI), its wholly-owned asset company Arctic Aviation Assets
DAC (AAA) and some of  AAA’s subsidiaries;  Norwegian will  also enter  in  and get
protection of the Irish Examinership process as a related party. Norwegian has chosen
an Irish process since its aircraft assets are held in Ireland. Norwegian has taken this
decision  in  the  interest  of  its  stakeholders.   This  could  well  spell  the  end  of  the
Norwegian group something for which I will be personally very sorry.

What, Where, When



November’s Answer

The  Otto  Aviation  Celera  500  experimental  high  performance  business
aircraft.   Designed in the USA, this aircraft  has flown many times and is
pictured here in 2020. Powered by a 550hp diesel piston engine and using a
5 bladed pusher propeller  there is  extensive use of  laminar flow shapes
across all of its surfaces. Production versions are of this 6 passenger aircraft
are planned to have a cruising speed of nearly 400 knots and a range of
4,500 nmi.

Aviation Anagrams

Aircraft Type = ACED CORNCOB 
Airline = LOAN OUT MAID 
Manufacturer = A OVERT ANTITOXIN 

November Answers

Aircraft Type = BERNIE CHURCH UPLIFTED = Republic Thunderchief
Airline = INNER DUALITIES = United Airlines
Manufacturer = DIATRIBE RUINS US = Airbus Industrie





December Quiz 

The monthly Quiz is, as always, on separate pages at the end of Chat. This time as we
approach Christmas it’s to try and work out the name of the character that appears in a
child’s fairy story, in a film, in a book or maybe in a pantomime. A bonus point for
naming that story, film, TV programme or pantomime. 

The prize this month is a virtual pull on my cracker! No photos of the prize on this
occasion.

Some of the answers are pretty easy, some less so, and there are a few that are real
stinkers, but what else is there to do over Christmas with the usual re-runs of films and
rubbish Christmas  “Specials” although for real festive  entertainment the Boxing Day
Palace game is on BBC. COYP!



So for this photo the answer would be “Princess” as it’s a BAe146 of the defunct SEN 
based carrier Princess Air, with princesses appearing in multiple children’s fairy tales, 
films and books such as Sleeping Beauty any of which gains the bonus point.

Branch Photographic Competition 2020

I am delighted to give some advance notice that there will be a number of exciting
changes to our photo comp which is to be held on-line over an extended period from
early January, with the results being announced during our March Virtual Meeting.

Full details will be sent on or about 9th January to each of you by email but there is one
particular change in the rules from recent years insofar that “Under the terms of the Air-
Britain Branch Charter, the Committee of Air-Britain Stansted Branch has agreed that
for  the  Photographic  Competition  2020  which  is  to  be  held  on-line  over  the
January/March  2021  period,  that  the  requirement  for  entrants  to  have  attended  3
branch  meetings  in  2020  is  suspended because of  the  special  circumstances  and
restrictions placed upon the branch and its members due to Covid-19”.

Last year’s winner of the inaugural John Tietjen Memorial Cup for the best photo’ taken at
Stansted

Tony Lovelock’s great shot of an Aurigny Airlines ATR-72 on short finals.



Next Meeting

With the ongoing Covid situation it is most unlikely that there will be any meetings in St 
John’s Church Hall until mid 2021 at earliest. So, as in the last 6 months, there will be a
Virtual Meeting commencing at 8pm Tuesday 5th January which will be available on 
our Facebook page which allows for some interaction and also on our branch website. 
All previous VMs are also available to view on our website.

The main feature in January will be our

which is being set by last year’s winner Phil Kemp



Clearly  there  will  be  some  significant  and  enforced  changes  to  the  format  and
methodology this time but all  will  revealed by email in advance of our VM so as to
enable as many of you as possible to participate.

And Lastly, Onto Late Finals...............

Wishing you and your families a
Christmas that is the best possible under

the current restrictions

Thanks to the unknown photographers whose image I may have included and my special
thanks, as always, to Michael Jones and Andy Goldsmith for their contributions and assistance



CHRISTMAS QUIZ 2020 – CHARACTERS IN CHILDRENS FAIRY STORIES, FILMS AND
BOOKS
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Who or What is the Character and in which Children’s
tale, film, book does he/she/it appear?

Brian Richards

Air-Britain Stansted Branch Chairman


